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A statistical model for relativistic quantum fluids interacting with an arbitrary amplitude circularly
polarized electromagnetic wave is developed in two steps. First, the energy spectrum and the wave
function for a quantum particle (Klein Gordon and Dirac) embedded in the electromagnetic wave
are calculated by solving the appropriate eigenvalue problem. The energy spectrum is anisotropic
in the momentumpKﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
and reflects
ﬃ the electromagnetic field through the renormalization of the rest
mass m to M ¼ m2 þ q2 A2 . Based on this energy spectrum of this quantum particle plus field
combination (QPF), a statistical mechanics model of the quantum fluid made up of these weakly
interacting QPF is developed. Preliminary investigations of the formalism yield highly interesting
results—a new scale for temperature, and fundamental modification of the dispersion relation of
the electromagnetic wave. It is expected that this formulation could, inter alia, uniquely advance
our understanding of laboratory as well as astrophysical systems where one encounters arbitrarily
C 2016 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4943108]
large electromagnetic fields. V

This paper is an attempt to develop a framework for
dealing with extremely high energy density matter, in particular, an assembly of particles in the field of an electromagnetic (EM) wave of arbitrary strength. To investigate this
rather extreme state of matter, we need a theory that is both
quantum and relativistic.
Introduction of quantum effects in relativistic plasmas
has followed several routes: models varying from fluids to
kinetic, and from a simple quantum approach via Dirac equation to quantum field theoretical approach, have been proposed and studied.1–10 Other notable mentions are a quantum
electrodynamics model to describe a relativistic degenerate
electron Fermi gas,11 and studies of magnetized and unmagnetized relativistic quantum plasmas via kinetic covariant
methods,12,13 and from fluid theories.8 Interestingly enough,
the relatively simple Klein-Gordon (KG) equation has been
often invoked to describe spinless electrons and positrons.
KG based models have been constructed for both fluidlike14–18 and kinetic systems.19,20
In most of the quantum plasma literature, the quantum
equations (Schrodinger, Pauli, Klein-Gordon, and Dirac) are
cast into fluidized variables via Madelung transforms, appropriately averaged to write down the fluid equations. The idea
is that the standard quantum equations of motion can be translated into equivalent equations of “classical” particles whose
dynamics is determined by “quantum forces” (like the gradient of the Bohm potential) in addition to the external forces.
We explore, here, an alternative route towards
“fluidization.” In this paper, we will study two of the most

representative relativistic quantum systems: the assembly of
KG and Dirac particles interacting with an electromagnetic
field. We construct a quantum fluid by (1) directly solving
the relevant quantum equations as eigenvalue problems:
finding the microscopic energy spectrum and the corresponding eigenfunctions, and (2) constructing fluid variables
(fluxes, currents, and energy momentum tensor) by taking
quantum statistical averages. The calculated energy spectrum
will be used to define the “Boltzmann” factor that decides
the probability of a given micro state. The quantum fluid
equations are, then, simply the standard conservation laws.
The similarities between our formalism and an earlier one
based on the Volkov solution of the Dirac equation9 are mentioned in Sec. III B.
In order to build a conceptual framework for solving the
eigenvalue problem describing the combined quantum particle
þ field (QPF) system, we take our electromagnetic field to be
that of a circularly polarized EM wave (CPEM). Special properties of the CPEM provide tremendous simplification that
lets us perform analytic calculations. The general methodology, however, can be applied to any form of the electromagnetic field; the system, however, might need considerable
numerical input. Notice that similar attempts have been performed for the Dirac equation21 in a simpler scheme.
The properties of the QPF system must depend on the
details of the solution of, what may be called, the microscopic eigenvalue problem; the calculated energy spectrum
will serve as the basis for constructing the statistical mechanics of the QPF.
The solution of the QPF (both for KG and Dirac particles) eigenvalue problem reveals expected but highly interesting features:
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(1) The effective mass associated with the QPF quantum is
the combination of the particle inertial mass (m) and the
inertia contributed by the electromagnetic field jqAj.

I. INTRODUCTION
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Since this combination occurs repeatedly, we will call it
the field-renormalized mass
2
 M2 ¼ m2 þ q2 A2 :
Mfieldrenormalized

implying a constant Poynting flux along z

The content of the preceding statements will become
more accessible and easier to appreciate as we proceed with
the calculations. The general results obtained in this quantum
plasma theory will have widespread applicability, particularly
for processes in high energy plasma-laser interactions.21,22
Since we plan to solve single particle Klein-Gordon and
Dirac equations in the presence of a CPEM, we begin with a
brief description of CPEM.
II. THE CIRCULARLY POLARIZED
ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE

The contravariant components of electromagnetic four
potential Al of a CPEM, propagating in the z-direction, may
be written as
Ax ¼ A cosðxt  kzÞ;

Ay ¼ A sinðxt  kzÞ;

(5)

(1)

We will see later that change from m to M has profound
consequences for setting the temperature scale in statistical averaging.
(2) The energy spectrum is always anisotropic in the particle
momenta, i.e., the momenta parallel and perpendicular to
the direction of the wave propagation appear with different weights. The extent of the anisotropy, just like the
effective mass M, depends on the wave intensity, measured by q2 A2 ; the anisotropy is also a function of other
wave characteristics like x and k. Though a totally
expected effect (since the propagating electromagnetic
wave breaks the rotational symmetry by introducing a
preferred direction), the anisotropy in the energy spectrum (implying an anisotropic energy momentum tensor)
for the QPF system spells fundamental consequences.
(3) For the more complicated Dirac case, the interaction
with the electromagnetic wave, in addition, splits the
energy spectrum; the degeneracy between the positive
and negative energy states and between the spin up
and spin down states in either class is broken. Thus, the
statistical mechanics of the QPF will, again, be profoundly different from that of the standard Dirac electron
(without the field).

A0 ¼ 0 ¼ Az ;

B ¼ kAð^
e x cosðxt  kzÞ þ e^y sinðxt  kzÞÞ;

(2)

where A is its constant amplitude, and the four wave vector
kl ¼ ½x; 0; 0; k in the lab frame. Notice that kl Al ¼ 0
¼ k  A. Why CPEMs are the most amenable to analytical
calculations is underwritten by the fact that

E  B ¼ kxA2 e^z :

(6)

III. QPF—RELATIVISTIC QUANTUM PARTICLE IN A
CPEM

We will now work out the solutions of the two standard
quantum relativistic equations—the Klein Gordon (K-G) and
the Dirac equation—in the presence of an arbitrary amplitude CPEM wave. The K-G equation is the description of a
complex scaler field, while the Dirac equation describes a
spin half particle. In the first part of the calculation, we will
consider the CPEM to be externally specified (2).
A. Klein Gordon equation—Wave function and energy
spectrum

Invoking the minimal coupling prescription, the K-G
particle of mass m and charge q, interacting with the electromagnetic field, obeys (h ¼ 1 ¼ c)
ðpl þ qAl Þðpl þ qAl ÞW ¼ ði@l þ qAl Þði@ l þ qAl ÞW ¼ m2 W;
(7)
where pl ¼ ½p0 ¼ E; p is the energy momentum four vector
of the particle. For the CPEM of (2), Eq. (7) expands as
@t2 W  r2 W  2iqA½cosðxt  kzÞ@x W
 sinðxt  kzÞ@y W þ M2 W ¼ 0;

(8)

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
where M ¼ m2 þ q2 A2 is the field-renormalized effective
mass as alluded to in Section I. In the laser plasma literature,
M is often written as
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
q2 A2
(9)
M ¼ m 1 þ 2 ¼ mcf ;
m
with cf interpreted as the “relativistic mass increase” factor.
This, however, can create a serious conceptual problem
because cf is a Lorentz scalar, while the conventional “mass
increase factor”—the standard kinematic c—is the zeroth
component of the four velocity. In order to accurately represent the origin of the field-renormalized mass and avoid confusion, we introduce a scalar Cf
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
q2 A2
M ¼ m 1 þ 2  mCf ;
m

(10)

is a constant. In this paper, the Minkowski signature tensor
is taken to be gl ¼ diag½1; 1; 1; 1. The electric and
magnetic fields associated with CPEM are readily calculated
to be

where the suffix f will remind us about its origin and distinguish it from the lower case kinematic c. We will reserve the
upper case C to denote Lorentz scalars.
Out of the four space-time dimensions, the two dimensions orthogonal to the propagation direction (z) are ignorable. We can, then, define the independent Fourier mode

E ¼ xAð^
e x sinðxt  kzÞ þ e^y cosðxt  kzÞÞ;

Wðx; y; z; tÞ ¼ eiK? ðcos uxþsin uyÞ wðt; zÞ;

Al Al ¼ ðA0 Þ2  Ai Ai ¼ A2

(3)

(4)

(11)
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1. The Mathieu equation

which obeys
@t2 w  @z2 w þ 2qAK? cosðxt  kzÞw þ ðK? 2 þ M2 Þw ¼ 0;
(12)
where Kx ¼ K? cos u; Ky ¼ K? sin u, and the phase u has
been eliminated in a trivial redefinition of the variable z.
Before embarking on solving the spatial 3-D problem
embodied in (12), let us orient ourselves by solving the simple 1D (spatial) problem assuming K? ¼ 0. The Klein
Gordon equation, then, yields the field-modified energy
eigenvalue
E2 ¼ Kz2 þ M2  Kz2 þ m2 Cf 2 ;

(13)

for the wavefunction
wðz; tÞ ¼ w0 eiEtþiKz z :

(14)

If one was to insist on adhering to the strict definition of
the Lorentz factor c
c2 ¼

E2 Kz2
Kz 2 þ q2 A2
2
¼
þ
C
¼
1
þ
;
f
m2 m2
m2

(15)

the preceding expression mimics the kinematic c of a particle
whose perpendicular momentum is qA. We know, however,
that qA cannot correspond to the kinematic momentum of
the particle since we obtained the above result by putting the
perpendicular kinematic momentum K? ¼ 0. When we solve
the full eigenvalue problem (12), we will, of course, find c ¼
E=m to be explicitly dependent on K? .
For the spatial 3-D (K? 6¼ 0) dynamics, we must solve
Eq. (12), a hyperbolic partial differential equation in z and t.
The only combination that appears in the coefficients is the
wave phase f ¼ xt  kz. One can exploit this feature to find
another ignorable mixed dimension, q ¼ kt  xz, and extend
the solution (14) to
Wðx; y; z; tÞ ¼ eiK? ðcos uxþsin uyÞ eiKq q wðfÞ;

(16)

which reduces the eigenvalue problem to a Mathieu equation
in f
d2 w
þ ðl þ k cos fÞw ¼ 0;
df2

(17)

The Mathieu equation allows solutions of the Floquet
(Bloch) form
w ¼ w0 eisf f ðfÞ;

(19)

where f ðfÞ is a periodic function of f. The index s is determined from the exact equation
pﬃﬃﬃ
sin2 ðpsÞ ¼ D0 ðl; kÞ sin2 ðp lÞ;

(20)

where D0 ðl; kÞ is an infinite determinant, a complicated
function of l and k. In this paper, we will not dwell in detail
on analyzing the exact solution (20); we refer the interested
readers to a text book like Morse and Feschbach.25 Before
working with approximate solutions, we point out a few important conceptual features:
(1) For k ¼ 0 (K? ¼ 0), D0 ðl; kÞ ) 1, yielding the simplest
solution s2 ¼ l that will reproduce exactly the 1D energy
eigenvalue condition (15).
(2) When k is nonzero, there do exist regions in the k  l plane
where s becomes complex (regions of instability), and the
wave function becomes a growing (or decaying) function of
the space-time combination f ¼ xt  kz, the phase of the
electromagnetic wave. This class of solutions is likely to be
extremely interesting, leading to, perhaps, totally new
uncharted phenomena. Physically, these solutions are likely
to correspond to the particle being trapped (a quantum particle always has a finite probability for tunneling out) in the
trough of the high amplitude wave. The phenomenon is
analogous to the allowed and forbidden energy bands for an
electron moving in the periodic potential of crystalline solids. We plan to investigate these solutions in a future publication and limit ourselves, here, only to the stable solutions
(real s). Naturally, the resulting theory is not complete.
(3) The apparent simplicity of (20) is a bit of an illusion due to
the very complicated determinant D0 ðl; kÞ. A simpler but
approximate WKB (Wentzel–Kramers–Brillouin) solution
is developed in Appendix B. The normalized wave function comes out to be
"

#1=4
ðl þ kÞ
Wðx; y; z; tÞ  W ¼
16K ðrÞ2 ðl þ k cos fÞ


 exp iK?  x? þ iKq ðkt  xzÞ þ iQ ;
(21)

with
l ¼ Kq2 þ

M2 þ K?2
;
x2  k 2

k¼

2qAK?
:
x2  k 2

(18)

That the dynamics of a Klein-Gordon particle under the
CPEM can be reduced to a Mathieu equation was demonstrated long ago.23,24 Our results (for example, Eq. (17)),
however, are more general since our QPF is not restricted by
the standard mass-shell constraint.
A similar equation with periodic coefficients, a Hill
equation, will pertain for a Klein-Gordon particle in an arbitrary amplitude linearly polarized electromagnetic wave (see
Appendix A).

with the eikonal


ð
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
f
1=2
(22)
Q ¼ ðl þ k cos fÞ df ¼ 2 k þ l E ; c ;
2
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
where c ¼ 2k=ðk þ lÞ is the argument of the elliptic
functions: KðcÞ is the complete elliptic integral of the
first kind and Eðf=2; cÞ is the elliptic function of the second kind. The associated dispersion relation is
"
#
ðk þ lÞp2
2
2
2
2Þ
2
ð
(23)
E  Kz ¼ x  k Kq þ 
 ;
2K ðcÞ 2
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where E and Kz are, respectively, defined as the eigenvalues of the corresponding operators

ð
 @w
E¼i w
df;
@t

ð
 @w
Kz ¼ i w
df:
@z
(4) Even the exact WKB form makes analytical advancement difficult. For the main development of this paper,
we will make a leading order approximation to the system to illustrate, what we believe, is the fundamental
message: The energy eigenvalue of a quantum particle in
the background of a propagating electromagnetic wave is
anisotropic, that is, the energy is no longer a function of
only K 2 ¼ Kx2 þ Ky2 þ Kz2 , since the direction of propagation breaks the rotational symmetry. In fact, to leading
order, the energy eigenvalue is, explicitly, approximated
as (see Appendix B)

(24)

with
3q2 A2
;
a  2
2 M þ K?2

1
q  l
½ W @ l W  ð @ l W  Þ W  þ
W WA ;
2iM
M

(27)

where the current has to take into account of the effective
mass.
As expected, the induced current is proportional to the
vector potential. The quantum expectation value of this current (for the wave function normalized to unity) is readily
calculated to be
Jl ¼

1
½E; ðK? þ qA? Þ; Kz :
M

(28)

Equations (21), (23) and its simplified version (26), and
(28) constitute the complete approximate analytical solution
of the eigenvalue problem associated with a K-G particle in
an arbitrary amplitude CPEM field.
B. A Dirac particle in an intense electromagnetic field
of a CPEM

In the presence of an electromagnetic field, the Dirac
equation reads

E2 ¼ Kz2 þ M2 þ ð1  aÞK?2
 m2 þ q2 A2 þ Kz2 þ ð1  aÞK?2 ;

jl ¼

(25)

in the small k=l limit (a
1). We notice that the contributions of the parallel and perpendicular kinematic
momenta (with respect to the direction of wave propagation) to the eigen-energy carry different weights; the
contribution of the perpendicular part is somewhat suppressed compared with the isotropic case. We do not
have a simple looking formula when k approaches l
(jkj=jlj is always less than unity) but even in this limit,
the perpendicular contribution comes with a weight factor less than unity, in fact, the weight factor can become
considerably less than unity. For the rest of this section,
therefore, we will work with the “model” approximation
(a ¼ 1  a < 1)
E2 ¼ Kz2 þ M2 þ ð1  aÞK?2  m2 þ q2 A2 þ Kz2 þ a2 K?2 ;
(26)
as it encompasses the essential qualitative feature of the
dynamics of a quantum KG particle in an arbitrary electromagnetic wave.
It must be emphasized that a is, in general, a complicated function of the wave attributes (x, k) and the wave
amplitude measured by jqAj; a must approach unity as
A ! 0.
2. The Klein Gordon current

For the K-G particle in an electromagnetic field, the
probability current has an induced part in addition to the
standard kinematic part

cl ði@l þ qAl ÞW ¼ mW;
where W is the four component spinor
0 1
u1
B v1 C
C
W¼B
@ u2 A;
v2

(29)

(30)

and cl are the 4  4 Dirac matrices. The vector potential corresponding to the arbitrary amplitude CPEM was given in
(2), i.e., A ¼ Að^
e x cos f  e^y sin fÞ; f ¼ xt  kz.
For the K-G system, the 3D (spatial) eigenvalue problem
was reducible to an ordinary differential equation [the
Mathieu equation (17)]. The equivalent Dirac electron problem is algebraically far more complicated (leading to four
coupled generalized Hill equations) and will be dealt with in
a later report. We will resort here to an analytically solvable,
relatively simpler one spatial D (the wave function is a function of z and t, @1 ¼ 0 ¼ @2 ) system.
With the simplicity afforded for the CPEM and the 1D
assumption, the following wave function:
u1 ¼ P1 eif=2iðEtKz zÞ
u2 ¼ P2 eif=2iðEtKz zÞ
v1 ¼ Q1 eif=2iðEtKz zÞ
v2 ¼ Q2 eif=2iðEtKz zÞ

(31)

solves the Dirac equation. When (31) is substituted into (29),
the system transforms to the following set of homogeneous
equations in the amplitudes ðP1 ; P2 ; Q1 ; Q2 Þ:
ðW  mÞP1  K P2 ¼ qAQ2 ;
ðWþ  mÞQ1 þ Kþ Q2 ¼ qAP2 ;
ðW þ mÞP2  K P1 ¼ qAQ1 ;
ðWþ þ mÞQ2 þ Kþ Q1 ¼ qAP1 ;

(32)
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the solvability condition for (32) yields the eigenvalue
condition
ðW2  K2  M2 ÞðWþ2  Kþ2  M2 Þ ¼ q2 A2 ðk2  x2 Þ; (33)
where W6 ¼ E6x=2 and K6 ¼ Kz 6k=2 are, respectively,
the shifted energy and z-momentum of the particle; the shift
is caused by the electromagnetic wave that affects different
spin states in different ways. As per assumption, the Dirac
particle associated with the wave function (31) has no kinematic momentum in the directions perpendicular to the wave
propagation ðK? ¼ 0Þ. Notice that, just as in the K-G case,
the particle p
mass
has been
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ replaced by the field renormalized
mass M ¼ m2 þ q2 A2 .
At this time, we remind the reader that, in the standard
representation of the cl matrices, employed in this paper, u1
and v1 (u2 and v2) are, respectively, the spin up and spin down
components of the positive energy (negative energy) solution.
Naturally, for the four component Dirac electron, the eigenvalue equation (29) is fourth order in E and has four roots.
In order to complete the explicit solution of the Dirac electron interacting with an arbitrary amplitude circularly polarized
electromagnetic wave, we must solve the amplitudes assuming,
for instance, the normalization P21 þ P22 þ Q21 þ Q22 ¼ 1. The
reader is referred to Appendix C for details. We just display
here a few salient steps. The Dirac current, written in the
Gordon decomposed form (that explicitly reveals the spin current), reads
 þ i ðW@
 Þ
 l W  @ l WW
 l W ¼ q Al WW
JDl ¼ Wc
m
2m
1
 l WÞ;
@ ðWr
þ
2m

(34)

with
i
rl ¼ ðcl c  c cl Þ;
2

(35)

the first term is the field induced current, the second is the
K-G like kinematic current, and the third is the spin current.
These are readily calculated in terms of the amplitudes
(Ps and Qs) and we display here the zero and the perpendicular parts
JD0 ¼ n^0 ¼ P21 þ P22 þ Q21 þ Q22 ;

q ? 2
K ?
A P1 þ Q21  P22  Q22 þ
A ;
J?
D ¼
m
mA

(36)

function is independent of the perpendicular coordinates, is
considerably more complicated than the corresponding
K-G solution, particularly because of the additional spin
degree of freedom. By the same token, it is endowed with
much richer physics. For example, as the energy of the
Dirac particle rises, the amplitude of the negative energy
(positron) component becomes larger implying that the
pair production is generic to Dirac equation. Although pair
production is, normally, identified in the second quantization of Dirac theory, it is a phenomena that is inherently
built into the Dirac equation itself; it has been explicitly
shown in solutions29 and in the resolution of the Klein
paradox.30,31
The intent of this paper as well as our formalism and
results are very different from a recent work9 that, building
on the Volkov solution32,33 of the Dirac equation, studies the
dynamics of one electron in an electromagnetic field in a
classical plasma. Reference 9 solution is derived in what
may be termed as the “non-interacting” limit: neither the
electromagnetic dispersion (x2  k2 ¼ x2p ) nor the electron
dispersion (energy-momentum relationship, E2  p2 ¼ m2 )
is changed due to the presence of the other. In contrast, the
single particle part of our formalism focusses on precisely
the interaction between the two constituents; the wave dispersion and the particle energy momentum relationship are
profoundly affected by the other. The qualitative difference
between the current and the Volkov solution can be appreciated by the fact that the expression for electron “energy”
fully reflects the effects of the electromagnetic wave; it
depends, non-trivially, on the amplitude, the frequency, and
the wavenumber of the EM wave.
Additionally, the induced electron current strongly
modifies the wave dispersion relation; the modifications
include the changes due to the EM field-induced effective
mass that lowers the “plasma frequency;” the effective mass
M could be much bigger than m for large amplitude waves.
The guiding aim of the current work, however, is to develop a statistical model for a system of interacting electron
waves and arbitrary strength electromagnetic field. To construct the correct Boltzmann factor for this highly interacting
system, we need a detailed knowledge of the energy spectrum. A fundamental warranted physical effect, which the
electron energy be anisotropic in the momenta parallel and
perpendicular to the direction of propagation, is automatically recovered.
IV. CONSTRUCTING A QUANTUM PLASMA—
STATISTICS MECHANICS

with
K ¼ xðP2 Q1  P1 Q2 Þ  kðP1 Q1  P2 Q2 Þ;

(37)

where n^0 stands for the probability density. Notice that all
four components contribute symmetrically to the density, but
very asymmetrically to the current. In fact, in the first term
in J?
D , the negative energy contribution (from P2, Q2) is in
exact opposition to the current from the positive energy components (P1, Q1) as they must since antiparticles must carry
an opposite charge.
The Dirac solution (the eigenfunction, the energy
eigenvalue, and the Dirac current), even when the wave

We have just derived analytical “solutions,” in particular, the energy eigenvalues for the Klein-Gordon and the
Dirac particles interacting with an arbitrary amplitude
CPEM. These will, now, serve as defining the micro-state of
the constituent particles of a relativistic K-G or Dirac fluid.
By developing a straightforward statistical mechanics of
these systems, we will derive the macroscopic characteristics
of these fluids, the fluxes, the energy momentum tensor, the
averaged induced current, etc. We will, then, discuss the profound changes emerging from the fact that the invoked
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microscopic state was obtained by calculating the exact dynamics of the particle embedded in an intense EM field. In a
sense, the particle micro-state is the combined state of the
particle plus the EM field or a particle renormalized state.
Once we have the energy spectrum of the quantum particles, we can build the appropriate statistical mechanics so
that we can calculate the ensemble averages of physical
quantities for a fluid or a gas of such particles.
A. Statistical averages of Klein-Gordon solution

The K-G particles are spin-less bosons and we should, in
principle, use the B-E statistics to determine ensemble averages. However, for conceptual demonstration, an explicit analytic calculation may be more revealing. So, we will treat the
K-G assembly as a relativistic Maxwell- Boltzmann gas, the
high temperature limit of the B-E gas.
The covariant relativistic M-B distribution is
Kl U l
T

f ¼ Ne

;

(38)

where U l is the bulk four velocity of the K-G fluid, and
K l ¼ ðE; aKx ; aKy ; Kz Þ is the microscopic particle energymomentum four vector obeying K l Kl ¼ M2 ; the new invariant mass of the particle is the field renormalized mass M.
We will calculate the averages in the fluid rest frame
U l ¼ ½1; 0; 0; 0; the physical quantities for a moving fluid
can be obtained by an appropriate Lorentz transformation.
Thus, the only nonzero component of the flux is
ð 3
d K l
l
K fR ;
C ¼
(39)
E
with the rest frame distribution
" qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ#
Kz2 þ M2 þ a2 K?2
ET
:
fR ¼ Ne ¼ N exp 
T

(40)

The density is (from now on, unless otherwise stated, all
physical quantities pertain to the rest frame)
ð
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
NM3 3
d p exp f 1 þ p2 ;
nR  C ¼ 2
a
0

(41)

where f ¼ M=T, and we have defined the adjusted momentum variables pz ¼ Kz =M; px ¼ aKx =M; py ¼ aKy =M. In
the p variables (p0 ¼ E=M), pl pl ¼ 1. On carrying out the
integral, we can fix the normalization constant N in terms of
nR, yielding
N¼

a2 nR f
a2 nR f
¼
)
f
eE=T :
R
4pM3 K2 ðfÞ
4pM3 K2 ðfÞ

Next step is to evaluate the energy momentum tensor
ð 3
d K l 
K K fR :
TRl ¼
E

(42)

(43)

Because fR is a function of Kz2 and K?2 , only diagonal elements survive. The energy density

ð
E ¼ TR00 ¼ d 3 KEf
ð
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nR fM 3 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ2
¼
d p 1 þ p exp f 1 þ p2
K 2 ðf Þ


nR fM d2 K1 ðfÞ
;
¼
K2 ðfÞ df2
f
the parallel pressure (Pk ¼ Pz ¼ TRzz )
ð
ð 3
d K z z
nR fM 1
KKf ¼
dpp2
Pk ¼
E
K2 ðfÞ 0
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p2z
exp f 1 þ p2 ¼ nT;
 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 þ p2

(44)

(45)

and the perpendicular pressure ðP? ¼ TRxx ¼ TRyy Þ
P? ¼

nR T Pk
¼ 2:
a
a2

(46)

The differentiated parallel and perpendicular particle response
to high intensity electromagnetic wave (propagating along
z-axis) creates the pressure anisotropy; the effective perpendicular temperature ðT=a2 Þ turns out to be greater than the
parallel temperature T.
It is, perhaps, necessary to stress that, though the exact
solution of the eigenvalue problem (to be presented in a later
work) is considerable more involved than (26), the featured
asymmetry between the parallel and perpendicular (and symmetry in the two perpendicular directions) is always maintained in this model problem.
1. General energy momentum tensor—Quantum KG in
CPEM

By using standard methods (see, for instance, Ref. 27), we
can construct a general (special relativistic, for this paper)
energy momentum tensor T l for the K-G fluid that, in the rest
frame, reduces to TRl ¼ diag½E; Pk ; P? ; P?  of Eqs. (44)–(46)
of Section IV A. This tensor, capturing the qualitative essence
of the system, must be of the form
T l ¼ gl Pk þ bl ðPk  P? Þ þ ð þ Pk ÞU l U  ;

(47)

where U l , as usual, is the fluid four velocity,
gl ¼ ð1; 1; 1; 1Þ, and bl is the tensor that weights the
anisotropy ðPk  P? Þ contribution. There are several constraints on bl . First, it must be constructed from the tensors
peculiar to the system; for a plasma interacting with an
intense electromagnetic wave, these are: the vector potential
Al , the Faraday tensor Fl , and the wave four vector kl .
Second, in order to recover the known rest frame form, the
diagonal terms must be b00 ¼ 0 ¼ b33 and b11 ¼ 1 ¼ b22 .
It is straightforward to show that for the circularly polarized electromagnetic wave, the dimensionless tensor
bl ¼

Flj Fj  kl k Al A
þ

Fab Fab ka ka Aa Aa

(48)

fits the bill; in fact for this tensor, all nondiagonal terms are
zero, i.e., bl ¼ 0, for l 6¼ . We will come back for
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discussing the general implications of the work after we
derive the corresponding results for the relativistic Dirac
equation since our eventual interest is to deal with a system
of electrons.
2. Klein-Gordon current—Closure with Maxwell’s
equations

Till now, we have pretended that the CPEM was given
and we were simply calculating the particle response: the
eigenstate, fluxes, the induced current, etc. This situation
might pertain in some situations. However, the more general
problem would entail demonstrating the consistency between
the induced currents and the EM field through the Maxwell
equations. Such consistency, of course, will require a solubility constraint, the dispersion relation of the wave in the given
charged fluid. The KG microscopic particle current (28), on
averaging over distribution (40), yields
nR
;
M

(49)

qnR K1 ðfÞ
A? :
MK2 ðfÞ

(50)

hJ0 i ¼
hJ? i ¼

Thus, we find that only the induced current [proportional to
(A? Þ] survives statistical averaging. The corresponding electrical current will be qhJ? i, which, when substituted into the
nontrivial perpendicular components of the Maxwell equations, converts them to
@ 2 A?
4pq2 nR K1 ðfÞ
2
A? ;

r
A
¼

?
@t2
MK2 ðfÞ

(51)

yielding the dispersion relation
x2  k 2 ¼

xp 2
;
Cf Cth

(52)

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
where xp ¼ 4pq2 nR =m is the invariant (rest frame)
plasma frequency, Cf ¼ M=m is the field-renormalized
masspenhancement
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ factor, and Cth ¼ K2 ðfÞ=K1 ðfÞ > 1 (with
f ¼ ðm2 þ q2 A2 Þ=T) signifies the thermal enhancement of
the particle inertia. Notice that, for this equation to be
Lorentz invariant, the right hand side must be a Lorentz scalar since the left hand side x2  k2 ¼ kl kl is a Lorentz scalar. Thus, both the gamma factors are numbers. Both of
these factors tend to decrease the effective plasma frequency so that the plasma becomes more transparent when
its temperature is high and when a high amplitude wave is
incident. It is important, at this, juncture to discuss the significance what we have just calculated:
(1) The induced transparency, measured by the decrease in
the effective plasma frequency, is caused by a product of
two effects: (1) the particle mass enhanced via the EM
field renormalization (through Cf) and (2) the further particle inertia enhancement through thermal effects manifesting through Cth. In the laser fusion literature, the
transparency due to Cf is, often, called relativistic transparency and is attributed to the relativistic mass increase:

this interpretation aught to be modified in the context of
the current calculation, which clearly shows that the
origin of Cf is entirely due to the inertia contributed by
the electromagnetic field to the particle-electromagnetic
system,
and has ﬃdoes not directly reflect the kinematic
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
c ¼ 1 þ K 2 =m2 (which measures the standard kinematic mass increase).
(2) The thermal enhancement factor, thoughp
a ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
somewhat comﬃ
plicated function of the argument fp
¼ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðm2 þ q2ﬃA2 Þ=T,
registers the field enhanced inertia ðm2 þ q2 A2 Þ rather
than the “bare” mass m. This is a profound change emerging from this formalism; the thermal effects are cognizant
of the strength of the field in which the particle is
immersed.
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
(3) The fact that Cth is a function of ðm2 þ q2 A2 Þ=T rather
than m/T is profound because it resets the scale of temperature. In the standard framework, the temperature would
be considered super-relativistic if T
m and nonrelativistic if T
m. In the former (latter) case, one could
use the small (large) argument expansion to obtain the
limiting expressions. But in the current framework, M
replaces m, and a 10 MeV electron (m ¼ 0:5 MeV) temperature (for instance) that would be super relativistic for
the standard case becomes rather “sub-relativistic” when
it is embedded, say, in a field with jqAj=m ¼ 100. For the
field renormalized particle, its effective temperature goes
down to Tm=M which for strong fields can be
T.
(4) The induced current and hence the induced transparency
have come out to be independent of the anisotropy factor
a2. This, however, is a consequence of our approximations; the anisotropy will appear when we use the exact
solution of the eigenvalue problem (the Mathieu equation (17)) to evaluate the induced current.
B. Statistical averages of Dirac solution

Similarly, we can perform macroscopic averages for the
Dirac particles using Fermi-Dirac statistics26 and the approximate energy relation (C25). Invoking the Fermi-Dirac distribution function (Z ¼ expðl=TÞ, l is the chemical potential)
f ¼

Z1

1
;
expðE=T Þ þ 1

(53)

we first calculate the macroscopic density n ¼ nþ þ n ,
comprising the spin up (þ) and the spin down()
contributions26
ð

n6 ¼ d3 K

1
M36 D1 ðZ; f6 Þ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ;
¼
Z 1 expðE6 =T Þ þ 1
a2 16b

(54)

where we have set the normalization
constant as unity,
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1, and
f6 ¼ M6 =T, M6 ¼ M 162b; b ¼ k=ð2MÞ
the function D1 is defined in Eq. (D1) (Appendix D). Note
that the spin up-down degeneracy has been removed by the
electromagnetic field.
Repeating the procedure followed in Section IV A 2, we
can calculate the energy density, E ¼ E þ þ E  , for the Dirac
collection:26
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h
i3=2
M36
2
2
ð
Þ

f
lnZ
p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ
6
3f36 a2 16b
h
i3=2
T3
2
 2 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ðlnZ Þ  f26
;
3a 16b

E6
D2 ðZ; f6 Þ
¼ M6 n6
; (55)
D1 ðZ; f6 Þ
Z 1 expðE6 =T Þ þ 1

where D2 is defined in (D2). Finally, the parallel and perpendicular pressures for each state are
ð
1 3 Kz2
1
M6 n6 D3 ðZ; f6 Þ
¼
d K
Pk6 ¼
;
1
E6 Z expðE6 =T Þ þ 1 3ð16bÞ D1 ðZ; f6 Þ
3
(56)

n6 

implying that the Fermi energy (chemical potential at zero
temperature) for the two-states eF6 is related to the density
as (lnZ ¼ eF =T)
e2F6  M26 / ðn6 Þ2=3 :

and
P?6 ¼

(64)

ð
1 3 K?2
1
M6 n6 D3 ðZ; f6 Þ
¼
d K
;
E6 Z1 expðE6 =T Þ þ 1
3a2 D1 ðZ; f6 Þ
3
(57)

where D3 is defined in (D3) (see Appendix D).
1. Weakly degenerate states

When Z < ef6 , the Dirac system will be weakly degenerate. In this limit, the integrals simplify (see Eqs. (D6)–(D8)),
and the relevant physical quantities are expressed as


M6 n6 f6 d 2 K1 ðf6 Þ
ZM6 n6
E6 
þ
K2 ðf6 Þ df26
2K2 ðf6 Þ
f6


K3 ðf6 ÞK2 ð2f6 Þ
K2 ð2f6 Þ
; (58)
 K3 ð2f6 Þ 

K2 ðf6 Þ
2f6


n6 T
ZK2 ð2f6 Þ
;
(59)
Pk6 
1þ
16b
4K2 ðf6 Þ


n6 T
ZK2 ð2f6 Þ
P?6  2 1 þ
;
(60)
4K2 ðf6 Þ
a
where Kn are the modified Bessel function of second kind of
order n. Notice that each one of the formulas has the appropriate K-G like term and a correction, proportional to Z,
reflecting the (weak) degeneracy effect.
When b
1, the physical quantities corresponding to
the two spin states differ by a factor proportional to b. We
list here the differences in the density, energy, and pressure
contributions

(65)

This is, indeed, the correct limit for a relativistic degenerate
electron gas, but now it comes with the field-modified effective mass M6 .
Similarly, the macroscopic energy densities (55) simplify to
!


3
f26
3
M26
E 6  n6 T lnZ þ
¼ n6 eF6 1 þ 2 : (66)
2lnZ
4
4
2eF6
Since the Fermi energy can be calculated exactly from
(64), above expression evaluates the energies completely in
terms of the defining parameters of the assembly of Dirac particles dressed by the electromagnetic field; the latter imparts
an effective mass Mþ (M ) to the spin up (down) states.
Similarly, the parallel and perpendicular pressures are now
!


n6 T
3f26
n6 eF6
3M26
Pk6 
;
1 2
lnZ 
¼
2lnZ
4ð16bÞ
4ð16bÞ
2eF6
(67)


P?6 

n6 T
3f26
lnZ

2lnZ
4a2

!


¼

n6 eF6
3M26
:
1

4a2
2e2F6

(68)

From Eqs. (66)–(68), we note that in, the standard limit of an
isotropic, extreme relativistic gas, the pressure P ! E=3, as
it should.
In this limit, the spin up and down contributions differ as
nþ  n
 b;
nþ þ n
Pkþ  Pk
 b ;
Pkþ þ Pk

Eþ  E
 b;
Eþ þ E

(69)

P?þ  P?
 b:
P?þ þ P?

(70)

nþ  n 5b
 ;
nþ þ n
2

(61)

E þ  E  7b
 ;
Eþ þ E
2

(62)

3. General energy momentum tensor—Quantum Dirac
fluid in CPEM

(63)

Using the values (55)–(57) for the energy density and
pressures (or their respective limits), the energy-momentum
tensor for a Dirac fluid can be constructed in the same mathematical form as (47).

Pkþ  Pk
 5b ;
Pkþ þ Pk

P?þ  P?
 7b:
P?þ þ P?

2. Degenerate states

Approximate expressions for the integrals can also be
worked out for the strongly degenerate Dirac gas defined by
Z
ef6 . In this limit (see (D9)–(D11)), the density is calculated to be

4. Dirac current

To obtain the statistical averaged current densities for
the Dirac fluid (integrating (36)), we will need the simplified
expressions derived previously (and in Appendix C 2)
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 2 P21 þ Q21 :

(71)

The perpendicular current density, thus, becomes
J?
D ¼

^ n^0
q^
n0k ? K
A? ;
A þ
mA
m

(72)

^ ¼ K=^
where k ¼ ðP21  P22 þ Q21  Q22 Þ=^
n 0 , and K
n 0 , with K
?
given in (37). The current JD 6 reflects all four states of the
Dirac electron. One clearly sees that the current associated
with the negative energy solution (positron current), measured by P22 þ Q22 , opposes the positive energy or electron
current proportional to P21 þ Q21 .
To view the current more explicitly, we make further
approximations (see Appendix C) yielding
k
in the limit qA
0
i
hJD6

hJ?
D6 i

m
;
E6

2Þ
ð 2
^  7 mqA x  k ;
K
2
2kE6

(73)

Kz . Statistical averaging now leads to

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a formalism to explore the dynamics
of an assembly of weakly interacting, arbitrary energy quantum particles (Klein Gordon and Dirac) subjected to an arbitrary amplitude electromagnetic wave. We name the particle
dressed by the electromagnetic field as combined QPF system. The quantum many body QPF dynamics is created in
two major steps: (1) By directly solving the relevant quantum
equations as eigenvalue problems: finding the microscopic
energy spectrum and the corresponding eigenfunctions and
(2) based on the calculated energy spectrum, developing a
statistical description of weakly interacting QPF. Statistical
averages, using appropriate distribution functions, lead us to
the construction of the relevant macroscopic physical quantity (fluxes, currents, and energy momentum tensor etc).
Naturally, the “Boltzmann” factor, deciding the probability
of a given micro state, will be controlled by the energy spectrum calculated for the QPF. Preliminary and partial investigations of this formalism reveal highly interesting features:
(a)

¼ n6 n^0 ;



x2  k 2
n^0 n6 qA?
¼
D4 ðZ; .6 Þ7
D5 ðZ; .6 Þ ;
D1 ðZ; .6 ÞM6
2kM6
(74)

where the functions D4 ðZ; .Þ and D5 ðZ; .Þ are defined in
(D4) and (D5), respectively. Notice that the effective plasma
density is given by hJD0 6 i.
When substituted in the perpendicular components of
the Maxwell equations, this current will lead to the modified
dispersion relation
x2  k 2 ¼

x2pþ x2p
þ
Hþ
H

!

x2pþ
x2p
1þ

2khþ 2kh

(b)

!1
;

(75)

in which every term, on the right hand side, depends on the
spin state. The plasma frequencies
x2p6 ¼

4pq2 n^0 n6
M

(76)

represent, respectively, the contributions of the spin up
(down) component, and the factors
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð162bÞMD1 ðZ; .6 Þ
162bD1 ðZ; .6 Þ
H6 ¼
; h6 ¼
(77)
D4 ðZ; .6 Þ
D5 ðZ; .6 Þ
reflect additional spin induced modification of the dispersion relation. When the difference in the two spin
states is neglected, i.e., the differentiating parameter
b ! 0, the spin contribution to the dispersion relation
(75) vanishes as xpþ ¼ xp ; hþ ¼ h ; Hþ ¼ H . We
will investigate the importance of the spin effects in a
forthcoming paper.
It should also be noted that the plasma frequencies are
defined in terms of the field renormalized effective mass
M.

(c)

The electromagnetic field re-normalizes the mass of
the quantum particle; the QPF acquires an effective
2
mass Mfieldrenormalized
 M2 ¼ m2 þ q2 A2 , a combination of the particle inertial mass (m) and the inertia
contributed by the electromagnetic field jqAj, could
be much larger than the rest mass. Transformation
from m to M has profound consequences for setting
the temperature scale in statistical averaging.
Since the propagating electromagnetic wave breaks the
rotational symmetry by introducing a preferred direction, the energy spectrum is anisotropic, i.e., the
momenta parallel and perpendicular to the direction of
the wave propagation appear with different weights.
The extent of the anisotropy, just like the effective mass
M, depends on the wave intensity, measured by q2 A2 ;
the anisotropy is also a function of other wave characteristics like x and k. The anisotropy in the energy spectrum (implying an anisotropic pressure/temperature) for
the QPF system spells fundamental consequences especially for realistic temperatures; it can, for instance,
translate into differential propagation characteristics for
different polarizations of an incident electromagnetic
pulse. This phenomenon was illustrated, spectacularly,
in PIC (particle-in-cell) simulations of a temperatureanisotropy induced relativistic plasma polarizer.28
For the more complicated Dirac case, the interaction
with the electromagnetic wave, in addition, splits the
energy spectrum; the degeneracy between the positive
and negative energy states and between the spin up
and spin down states in either class is broken. Thus, the
statistical mechanics of the QPF will, again, be profoundly different from that of the standard Dirac electron (without the field).

The consequences of these newly revealed features will
be investigated in a series of future papers. One very interesting consequence, for instance, is that the dispersion relation
of an electromagnetic wave is fundamentally changed (for
both K-G and Dirac QPF) by the replacement of m by M,
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and the appearance of the spin induced contribution to the
cutoff frequency (see (52) and (75)).
It is expected that this formulation will be particularly
useful in laboratory as well as astrophysical systems where
one encounters arbitrarily large electromagnetic fields.
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The Klein-Gordon particle in an arbitrary amplitude linearly polarized EM wave obeys a generalized Mathieu or
Hill equation. Assuming, without any loss of generality,
(A1)

the KG equation (after Fourier transform in x, y) is
@t2 w  @z2 w þ ½m2 þ K?2 þ q2 A2 cos2 ðxt  kzÞw
þ 2qAKx cosðxt  kzÞw ¼ 0;

(A2)

where K?2 ¼ Kx2 þ Ky2 . Going to through the same procedure
as the CPEM, we can rewrite the previous equation as
2

d w
þ ½l þ k1 cosð2fÞ þ k2 cos fw ¼ 0;
df2

(A3)

where
l¼

Kq2

m2 þ K?2 þ q2 A2 =2
þ
;
x2  k 2

k1 ¼

(A4)

q2 A2
;
2ðx2  k2 Þ

k2 ¼

(A5)

2qAKx
:
x2  k 2

C

exp iK?  x? þ iKq ðkt  xzÞ
ðl þ k cos fÞ1=4
ðf

(B3)
þ i l þ k cos f0 df0 :

Assuming a trivial normalization in x? and in ðkt  xzÞ,
we have
ðp
ðp
df
w wdf ¼ C2
;
(B4)
1¼
1=2
p
p ðl þ k cos fÞ
which implies that

APPENDIX A: KLEIN-GORDON EQUATION WITH
LINEARLY POLARIZED EM WAVE

A ¼ e^x A cosðxt  kzÞ;

wtot ¼

(A6)

Equation (A3) can be analyzed as a Hill equation. This
problem, along with a detailed analysis of the CPEM
Mathieu equation, will be presented in a forthcoming paper.

C2 ¼

ðk þ lÞ1=2
;
4K ðcÞ

(B5)

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
where c ¼ 2k=ðk þ lÞ and K is the complete elliptic function of the first kind.
Notice that we could write the eikonal


ð
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
f
1=2
ðl þ k cos fÞ df ¼ 2 k þ l E ; c ;
(B6)
2
but we will keep (B2) as it is.
Now

ð
 @wt
E ¼ i wt
df;
@t
*
+
ðl þ k cos fÞ1=2
Kq k
2
;
x
¼C 
ðl þ k cos fÞ1=2
ðl þ k cos fÞ1=2
¼ Kq k  2pxC2 ¼ Kq k  xp

ðk þ lÞ1=2
:
2K ðcÞ

(B7)

(B8)

(B9)

Similarly,
Kz ¼ i

ð

wt


ðk þ lÞ1=2
@wt
df ¼ Kq x  kp
:
@z
2K ðcÞ

(B10)

From the perturbative Mathieu analysis, in the limit
k=l ! 0, terms of order k=l vanish and the corrections are
of order k2 .
Now, in the limit of c ! 0,

APPENDIX B: WKB SOLUTION FOR MATHIEU
EQUATION

2
k
k2
K ðcÞ  1 þ þ
:
p
2l 16l2

(B11)

For the equation
Therefore, in the same limit
00

w þ ðl þ k cos fÞw ¼ 0;

(B1)

pðk þ lÞ1=2
3k2
:

1

16l2
2l1=2 K ðcÞ

the WKB solution is
w¼

"ð

C
ðl þ k cos fÞ

1=4

exp i

f

0



#
0

l þ k cos f df ;

(B2)

Then, the dispersion relation becomes
"
2

where C is a normalization constant to be determined by normalization. Choosing to normalize on a finite interval in f,
the total wavefunction is

(B12)

E 

Kz2

¼ ðx  k
2

2Þ

Kq2

It is important to realize that

#
3k2
:
þl
8l

(B13)
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1

(B14)

from where we derive the relations
P22 þ Q22 ¼

always and we can use perturbative analysis.

1
ðH þ mkÞ2

½ðG2 þ m2 x2 ÞðP21 þ Q21 Þ

 2GmxðP21  Q21 Þ;
APPENDIX C: DIRAC EQUATION IN CPEM

The Dirac equation (29), embedded in a CPEM wave,
0 1
u1
B v1 C
l
C
c ði@l þ qAl ÞW ¼ mW; W ¼ B
(C1)
@ u2 A
v2
can be solved in one spatial dimension (the wave function is
a function of z and t, @1 ¼ 0 ¼ @2 ) by the wave function
u1 ¼ P 1 e

if=2iðEtKz zÞ

u2 ¼ P 2 e

if=2iðEtKz zÞ

;

v1 ¼ Q1 eif=2iðEtKz zÞ ;
v2 ¼ Q2 eif=2iðEtKz zÞ ;

(C2)

P2 Q1  P1 Q2 ¼

2mx
P1 Q1 ;
H þ mk

(C12)

P1 Q1  P2 Q2 ¼

2mk
P1 Q1 ;
H þ mk

(C13)

such that the one-particle dispersion relation becomes
x2  k 2 ¼

kðx; kÞx2p
;
1  lðx; kÞx2p

(C14)

with
"

;

(C11)


 #
2Gmx 1  f2


kðx; kÞ ¼ 1 
þ
ð H þ mkÞ2 ð H þ mkÞ2 1 þ f2
"

 #1
G2 þ m2 x2
2Gmx 1  f2


 1þ

;
ðH þ mkÞ2 ðH þ mkÞ2 1 þ f2
G2 þ m2 x2

yielding the homogeneous set of equations for the amplitudes ðP1 ; P2 ; Q1 ; Q2 Þ

(C15)
with

ðW  mÞP1  K P2 ¼ qAQ2 ;
ðWþ  mÞQ1 þ Kþ Q2 ¼ qAP2 ;
ðWþ  mÞP2 þ K P1 ¼ qAQ1 ;
ðWþ þ mÞQ2 þ Kþ Q1 ¼ qAP1 :

f¼
(C3)

The solvability condition for (C3) yields the eigenvalue
condition
ðW2  K2  M2 ÞðWþ2  Kþ2  M2 Þ ¼ q2 A2 ðk2  x2 Þ;
(C4)
where W6 ¼ E6x=2 and K6 ¼ Kz 6k=2.

Q1
1 ðm  W ÞðG  mxÞ
 K ;
¼
P1 qA
H þ mk

(C16)

which can be calculated from (32) and (C7). Also, we find

2mf
G2 þ m2 x2
ð1 þ f2 Þ
1þ
lðx; kÞ ¼
qAðH þ mkÞ
ðH þ mkÞ2
1
2Gmx
2

ð1

f
Þ
:
(C17)
ð H þ mkÞ2
2. Approximations

1. General solution

From (32), we get

The primary purpose of this Appendix is to manipulate
the system so that we can derive expressions for the particle
current induced by the electromagnetic wave, i.e., to evaluate
(36). For this purpose, an equivalent form of Eq. (33) may be
more useful
G2  H 2 ¼ m2 ðx2  k2 Þ;

(C5)

P22

þ Q22



Kþ P1  qAQ1
¼
Wþ þ m

G ¼ Wþ W  Kþ K  M ;

H ¼ kE  Kz x:

P22 þ Q22 ¼

(C6)

In terms of G and H, (32) becomes



K Q1 þ qAP1
þ
W þ m

2
: (C18)

Let us analyze the natural case of relativistic electrons with
E
m but k; x
m; E. Then, Wþ þ m  E þ m  W þ m.
Also, we approximate Kþ  K  Kz . Then, the above equation becomes

where
2

2

q2 A2 þ Kz2 
ð E þ mÞ

2


P21 þ Q21 :

(C19)

Also, (33) can be approximated as

ðG  mxÞP1 ¼ ðH þ mkÞP2 ;

(C7)

ðH  mkÞP1 ¼ ðG þ mxÞP2 ;

(C8)

ðG þ mxÞQ1 ¼ ðH þ mkÞQ2 ;

(C9)

ðH  mkÞQ1 ¼ ðG  mxÞQ2 ;

(C10)

E2 ¼ Kz2 þ m2 þ q2 A2 :

(C20)

Therefore
P22 þ Q22 ¼


E  m 2
P1 þ Q21 ;
Eþm

(C21)
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and the k factor becomes
k¼

m
¼
E


1þ

Kz2

2 2

þq A
m2

D2 ðZ; fÞ ¼

1=2

1
X
ð1Þnþ1
n¼1

:

(C22)
D3 ðZ; fÞ ¼ 3

A further approximation at first order of k can be
obtained. In this case, we can solve Eq. (33) by assuming a
light-wave approximation x k. We can find two different
energies due to the contributions of the two spin orientations
E2  Kz2 6 kðE  kÞ  M2 ¼ 0;

(C23)

1
X
ð1Þn1
n¼1

ðnfÞ2

K2 ðnfÞ
;
nf

Z n K2 ðnfÞ;

(D7)

(D8)

where Kn are the modified Bessel function of second kind of
order n.
In the case of Z
ef (degenerate states), the integrals
(D1)–(D3) can be approximated as26
h
i3=2
1
2
2
ð
Þ
ln
Z

f
;
3f3
h
ih
i1=2
ln Z
2
2
2 ð
2
ð
Þ
Þ
;
ln Z  f
D2 ðZ; fÞ  4 2 ln Z  f
8f
h
ih
i1=2
ln Z
2
2
:
D3 ðZ; fÞ  4 2ðln Z Þ  5f2 ðln ZÞ  f2
8f

which at first order on k has the solution
E26 ¼ Kz2 ð16bÞ þ M26 ;

nf

Z n K3 ðnfÞ 

D1 ðZ; fÞ 

(C24)

using the definitions after Eq. (54) and where we have
assumed that at first order approximation M
K. Notice
that the two states have different effective masses M6 .

(D9)
(D10)
(D11)

3. 3D case

The study of a complete 3D case of the Dirac equation
in CPEM is difficult. However, we can estimate phenomenologically how the energies should change. Analogously to
the K-G case, the energy of the spin states should behave as
E26  Kz2 ð16bÞ þ M26 þ a2 K?2 :

(C25)

APPENDIX D: DEFINITIONS FOR INTEGRALS

The integral functions used in Section IV B are defined
as
ð

q2
;
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Z 1 exp f 1 þ q2 þ 1
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð
q2 1 þ q2
;
D2 ðZ; fÞ ¼ dq
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Z 1 exp f 1 þ q2 þ 1
ð
q4
1
D3 ðZ; fÞ ¼ dq pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
;
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
1 þ q Z 1 exp f 1 þ q2 þ 1
ð
q2
1
;
D4 ðZ; fÞ ¼ dq pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
1 þ q Z 1 exp f 1 þ q2 þ 1
ð
q2
1
D5 ðZ; fÞ ¼ dq
:
1 þ q2 Z 1 exp fpﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 þ q2 þ 1
D1 ðZ; fÞ ¼ dq

(D1)

(D2)

(D3)

(D4)

(D5)

In the case of Z < ef (non-degenerate states), the previous integrals have the expansion26
D1 ðZ; fÞ ¼

1
X
ð1Þnþ1
n¼1

nf

Z n K2 ðnfÞ;

(D6)
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